Alternative mRNA splicing of the FMRFamide gene and its role in neuropeptidergic signalling in a defined neural network.
Neuronal signalling involves multiple neuropeptides that are diverse in structure and function. Complex patterns of tissue-specific expression arise from alternate RNA splicing of neuropeptide-encoding gene transcripts. The pattern of expression and its role in cell signalling is difficult to study at the level of single neurons in the complex vertebrate brain. However, in the model molluscan system, Lymnaea, it is possible to show that alternate mRNA expression of the FMRFamide gene is specific to single identified neurons. Two different transcripts are expressed in a mutually exclusive manner in different neurons. Post-translational processing of the two precursor proteins leads to completely distinct sets of neuropeptide transmitters. The function of these transmitter cocktails, resulting from alternate mRNA splicing, was studied physiologically in identified neurons forming part of a behaviourally important network regulating heartbeat.